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MadeScapes is a Bristol-based collaborative
art practice comprised of five artists, one graphic
designer and one writer. Established in 2011,
MadeScapes has exhibited across the UK
and in Europe.
Drawing on individual and collective experience
in a rapidly evolving digital world,
MadeScapes creates installations which feed from
and into the individual practices of its members,
whose varied theoretical approaches converge
on the common themes of digital culture, online
aesthetics, and the post-human experience.

MadeScapes presents a visually diverse but
thematically cohesive body of work;
stemming from a range of conceptual premises,
from the natural world to video games,
from digital culture to history and taste,
these eclectic origins, activities, and sensibilities
reflect the hyper-saturated, data-drenched forms
and habits of information exchange
in the 21st century.
Traditional media such as painting and carpentry
are placed in parallel with text on social media
platforms, and looped blog videos,
to create a unique visual experience, from future
archaeological dig to broadband-enabled desert
island castaway.

"MadeScapes ^ collectively represent
the zeitgeist of current British contemporary art,
pursuing ideas and creative outcomes
with an impressive thoughtfulness,
rigour and dynamism."

"Loud, boisterous, bright and brash,
MadeScapes ^ present an energy within their shows
that oozes youth and represents current online/digital culture.
It also hints at nostalgia and plays with mis en scene.
Working with this group was really fun, they have
a great energy, sense of humour and play."

Catherine Bourne,
Director 2012 Bristol Biennial

Charlie Lavine,
Chief UK Curator, Artfetch

I USED TO BE AN ADVENTURER
Like YOU

我曾经是一个像你这样的冒险家
ےئل ےک ےنوہ رداہب کیا حرط یک پآ ںی
ےہ اتاج ایک لامعتسا
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'LIVING IN THE MEMORY OF OUR
FUTURE SELVES'

They will stop doing things, instead preferring
to watch themselves doing things. They will
film themselves, recorded their thoughts in text
messages and group chats, and they will take
countless photographs. Imagery will pass
from the physical – the photograph –
to the digital, and the potential to archive will
no longer be reliant on spatialrestriction.
They have already heard of one guy that has
given up physical contact with other people,
for fear of it bringing him into the moment.
Data will carry the same emotional weight
as was once given to second-hand, sat-on-a-shelfby-the-fire-for-thirty-years, hardback books.
The emphasis on storing for posterity will
become everything – yet none of the old stuff
will ever be revisited – it will be enough that
it is just there.

There will be a need to experience things
as they are in the now and as they were in the
then, simultaneously, so they will already have
experienced them as memories the first time
they live them.
They will spend most of their time watching other
people’s lives being lived out as pasts.
This is not reverie, this is not living the memory
as the moment: this is living the moment as
a memory.
In the real moment, as close as we could
approximate its occurring, we always did
the things that our instincts told is that we would
one day want to have done. They finally realised,
or admitted, that fleeting experience is better
enjoyed on reflection and so they everyday
events were skewed towards memorialisation.
Everything for posterity.
Everything for the memory.
Everything is better in its absence.

LOVE & Other UTOPIAS
愛和其他烏托邦
ىرخأ ايبوتويلاو بحلا
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With the city skyline behind you and ahead
the darkness of an unknown future you walk
alone down a deserted highway. Each step
brings to life a new corner of the world;
before you arrived there was nothing
and no-one. You invented this landscape
and you distribute evenly its resources
among you and your fellow citizens.
Trade routes are established so that
products can be shared between towns
and cities.
Your civilization expands exponentially;
as it grows your society takes shape:
provisions are made for education, law,
and scientific investigations leading
to technological advancement. All the while
there you are, at the edges of the known
world, walking alone down a deserted
highway with the darkness of an unknown
future ahead of you.
The society you have created is so close
to perfect it is as if you planned it from
the very beginning. Food stores are never
down, wages are fair, and the citizens never
revolt. This is utopia, where everything
is always available. Connection speed
and data limitation are outdated concepts –
information is instant.

Everything is here; everything is now;
just as it always was. This is utopia.
Every possible option must be open
to everyone. Every city is a copy of a copy.
Every sidewalk and every shopping mall
is identical to the last and the next.
Each store carries the same line of stock
as the last and the next and yet choice
remains infinite. The utopian society you
created is in agreement that the goal
of humanity is efficiency, so there is never
a dispute about best practice.
This is utopia, where suffering is unknown,
where difference is accepted but where
acceptance negates the need to be different.
Everyone agrees on the definition
of things, words, and ideas.
Everyone is happy, everyone is smiling,
everyone loves Mondays as much as
they love Fridays, and nothing bad can
happen – no tragedy can occur – because
in utopia there is no unhappiness,
no disagreement, no opposites,
no challenge, no variety, no choice.

TRAWLER

拖網漁船
ديص ةنيفس
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From an electro-tropical internet basecamp,
the lone user trawls the webs of reference,
collecting and filtering vast tracts of data
into some semblance of self.
“Rather than portraying a decentred, fragmented,
disembodied self, personal homepages
are actually attempts at identity integration
by demonstrating to others what is important
to the individual”
Vincent Miller,
Understanding Digital Culture, 2011
The trawler no longer seeks to accumulate
material goods in order to communicate himself
to the world. For the trawler, fantasy comfortably
rubs shoulders with reality; the unreal is as real
as everything else. A two dimensional
rendering of a three dimensional object
is three dimensional, and the trawler collects
these, tagging them into groups, filtering them
into collections: nothing is without relevance.
The trawler inhabits the gaps between original
thought and plagiarism, where someone else said
something that loosely approximated what he
was already thinking.

The trawler is the latest product of an age when
quotation provides the dominant creative outlet;
he occupies a space where consumption
of everything is faster, easier, and more
affordable. In creates his personal homepage,
he creates himself; he consumes himself.
The Trawler self-curates and makes himself
available for consumption by other users.
As his collection builds so his narrative develops,
revealing his personal preferences as he curates
himself into existence. Even the rejected has
its place. As in life, the trawler’s work is revealed
in front of a live audience, his self-documented
narrative – an accumulation of parts of other
people’s own narratives – is inextricably linked
to the loops and fades of the myriad visual
and audio samples he uses as his references.
Returning again to locations of interest
or relevance, the trawler reinforces aspects of his
persona, and as other locations fall out of favour
he deletes them. In this sense, the trawler
occupies a place to which it is possible to return
and remove his footprints.
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